Fact Sheet

Sanctions on North Korea
North Korea (DPRK), a country with no foreign outposts, finds itself
surrounded by US troops embedded in South Korea (83 US military bases),
Japan (112 US bases) and Guam (home to more than 70 nuclear-capable US
B-52 bombers). Meanwhile, the US Navy's Seventh Fleet (an armada of 50-70
ships and 240 aircraft) remains within striking distance.1 Faced with this
armed encirclement, many in the North believe the DPRK's nuclear program
is the only thing protecting the country from a US invasion.
Imposing Sanctions on North Korea
The stated purpose of US sanctions is to
impede North Korea’s development of
missile and nuclear technology. Towards
this end, the US Department of Treasury
prohibits financial transactions by, or on
behalf of, North Korea and has frozen
North Korean assets held under US
jurisdiction. The US also sanctions
nations, companies, and individuals for
doing business with North Korea.
Additional sanctions have been imposed
in response to North Korean
cyberattacks; human rights violations;
censorship; and money laundering.2

UN sanctions on North Korea
include:

Additionally, the European Union, Japan,
Australia, and the United Nations have
imposed sanctions on North Korea for its
nuclear program. Trade bans initially
focused on weapons-related materials
were later expanded to include financial
transactions, general trade, and travel.3

•

•
•

•
•

•

Bans on the trade of arms and
military equipment
Bans on the import of certain
luxury goods and natural gas,
and the export of electrical
equipment, coal, minerals,
wood, textiles, seafood and
other agricultural products
A cap on imports of oil and
petroleum
Restrictions on North Korean
fishing rights
Limits on UN scientific and
technical cooperation
A prohibition on UN members
from holding North Korean
bank accounts4
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Attempts at Diplomacy
Sanctions have been lauded as an
“effective” tool of foreign policy.
However, a review of recent US-DPRK
relations reveals how diplomatic
flexibility – removing sanctions instead
of imposing them – has been the more
effective approach. Repeatedly, North
Korea has signed anti-nuclear treaties
and pulled back on nuclear weapons
work in exchange for the US lifting
sanctions. The record shows that it was
the US that often reversed course by
reimposing sanctions, thus provoking the
North to resume its pursuit of nuclear
weapons and missiles.5
•

•

•

1994: US President Bill Clinton and
Kim Il-Sung signed the Agreed
Framework, under which North Korea
agreed to halt plutonium production
in exchange for relief from US
sanctions, the delivery of fuel oil,
economic aid, and formal assurances
that Washington would no longer
threaten to attack North Korea.
2001: US President George W. Bush
renounced the Agreed Framework
and reimposed sanctions, halting
shipments of fuel oil and other aid. In
response, the DPRK resumed its
nuclear program.
2005: As part of the Six Party Talks,
the DPRK agreed to abandon "all
nuclear weapons and existing nuclear
programs." Later that year, when the
Bush administration imposed new
sanctions on the North, the DPRK
resumed work on its first nuclear
weapon, and in 2006, tested the
device.
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2007: After the US lifted sanctions,
the North rejoined the Six Party Talks,
disabled its Yongbyon reactor and
welcomed IAEA inspectors. But
further progress stalled over the
issue of outside verification.
2012: The DPRK offered to halt its
nuclear enrichment and missile
testing programs in exchange for
food aid. The agreement faltered and,
in 2013, the DPRK resumed nuclear
testing.
2018: The two Koreas signed a joint
"denuclearization" agreement in
which the North agreed to dismantle
its nuclear and missile testing sites in
exchange for "corresponding
measures" by the US.
2019: At a joint summit in Vietnam,
DPRK Supreme Leader Kim Jong-Un
and US President Trump failed to
reach a denuclearization agreement,
citing a dispute over the extent of
sanctions relief.6
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Sanctions: Collateral Damage
The sanctions, which North Korea has
called an "act of war," have cost the
North Korean economy billions of
dollars.7 The UN Security Council
estimated that its 2017 sanctions
limiting coal and seafood exports would
slash North Korean export revenue by $1
billion.8 According to Chinese customs,
exports to China, which account for most
of North Korea’s trade, were down by
88% in 2018, compared with 2017.9
Illegal smuggling, plus a new importsubstitution policy under the regime of
Kim Jong-Un, have helped the country to
weather the impact. The DPRK has
increased domestic production,
particularly of food and clothing, and
prioritized its goals for economic and
energy independence.10 According to
analysts, China has also helped the DPRK
to evade sanctions.11
Meanwhile, US and UN sanctions
continue to cost jobs, threaten
healthcare services, and increase hunger
for the North’s 25 million residents. A
2018 UNICEF report revealed 60,000
malnourished children were facing
starvation because of the sanctions.12
The UN ban on seafood exports
threatens the livelihoods of North
Koreans who depend on selling their
catch to China.13 A ban on textiles has
had a disproportionate impact on
women workers. A ban on metal goods
has interrupted the delivery of medical
equipment. A ban on employing North
Korean construction workers in Russia,
China, and other countries has
eliminated tens of thousands of jobs.14

What is clear from multiple reports is
that the sanctions are not working to
achieve the goal of forcing North Korea
to denuclearize. While the US and other
international players maintain nuclear
arsenals, North Korea refuses to
unilaterally give up its own nuclear
program. As DPRK state media has
declared: “We will never barter the
strategic security of the country for the
sanctions relief.”15
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Military Exercises
The DPRK also objects to the Pentagon's
annual Foal Eagle joint-militaryexercises. These "war games" involve
tens of thousands of US and South
Korean troops conducting operations
near the North's borders. The exercises
also have practiced "decapitation
strikes" targeting Kim Jong-Un and his
top generals.16
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The North has repeatedly offered to halt
nuclear and missile tests in exchange for
suspension of these provocations. In
2019, South Korea and the US agreed to
call off the planned Foal Eagle exercise.
As promised, Kim halted missile launches
and met with Trump inside the
demilitarized zone. In July, however, the
US resumed its war games and the DPRK
renewed its missile launches.
Washington's strategy of "maximum
pressure" requires that the DPRK "fully
denuclearize" before sanctions are lifted.
It's a Catch-22 situation. Washington
claims its sanctions are a response to the
DPRK's nuclear program, while the North
claims its weapons program is a
response to Washington's preparations
for an attack on Pyongyang.

A Pathway to Peace
The North has asked the US for a
binding "non-aggression treaty"
and maintains it has a right to
possess nuclear weapons as long
as the US continues to threaten
the region with nuclear war.
During a 2017 summit with South
Korean president Moon Jae-In, Kim
declared that denuclearization
could not proceed until
Washington first signed an
agreement officially ending the
Korean War. The next step would
be for all parties to sign a formal
Peace Treaty.

While the US is not expected to accept "mutual denuclearization" – which
would mean removing its vast arsenal of nuclear weapons from the region –
there is a step that Washington can take to reduce tensions in the Korean
Peninsula. The US can sign a declaration officially ending the six-decadelong Korean War. Formally ending "America's longest war" would be a major
step toward peace.17

Learn More at: worldbeyondwar.org
World BEYOND War is a global grassroots network of volunteers, activists, and allied
organizations advocating for the abolition of war and its replacement with an
alternative global security system based on peace and demilitarization. Visit
WorldBEYONDWar.org to join the global movement to end all wars.
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